
 

Edify & Educate 

Every so often, there is a topic that comes around that is one of the more challenging and thought-

provoking topics for worship leaders and pastors. It’s the topic of whether or not to use songs in our 

corporate worship that come from churches/leaders with questionable or borderline-heretical doctrinal 

teachings. The reason this comes up somewhat regularly is that there are, at a minimum, three of the 

major producers of worship music in this day and age, in Hillsong, Bethel/Jesus Culture, and Elevation 

Worship, which fall into that category. I don’t believe there is a cut and dried correct answer to this 

question which is another reason it is so challenging. There are worship pastors and thought leaders 

that I’ve read and respect that make compelling cases on both sides of the issue. In cases such as this, I 

believe the best idea is to state the convictional position that I prayerfully take, at this time, as I lead our 

church and give you some insight into why.  Said more succinctly, I want to edify and educate.  

Song Lyrics 

I firmly believe that I am and will be held accountable for how I lead the worship ministry of our 

church and in light of that, my first priority is seeking out worship music that is grounded in God’s 

word, edifying to the church, and that brings glory to God alone without having to justify or explain 

certain words or phrases. I want everyone to be able to confidently pour your hearts out in worship 

and have those songs build up your faith and your knowledge of God’s word and not impart 

questionable theology through worship. This takes intentional evaluation and consideration. There are 

many very popular songs that many other churches use but have either small or glaring issues that 

disqualify them from being used for our worship in my eyes. Reckless Love is an example I’ve shared 

before, but songs like So Will I (100 Billion X), Holy Water, Surrounded (Fight My Battles), & The Blessing 

are all in that category as well. This doesn’t mean that I’m attacking others that use these songs or those 

who enjoy them when they listen to the radio, I just have a strong conviction that we shouldn’t use 

them in our worship services here at Claycomo. The words that you will be singing when you go home 

from church are critically important to me and get my primary focus. I feel that it is my job to 

encourage the church with psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs that are solid and strengthen our 

knowledge of the truth of the gospel.  

Song Sources 

So, after narrowing down our song catalog for use based on lyrical quality, what do we do with the 

excellent songs from problematic sources?  There are four questions that are key to this discussion for 

me and I hope give insight into my thought process. 

1. Is the use of a song an endorsement of the source of the song?  

If I wanted to take the easy way out, I would say “No” and just move on, but that’s not being truthful. I 

think that many people would hold the position that it is an implied endorsement unless there is an 

outright statement to the contrary. To that end I want to make a couple of statements to be very clear:  



 
1. The first is that the use of any song in our services is NOT an endorsement of the artists, 

churches, or ministries that are behind the popularization of that song (my phrasing there is 

chosen for a reason, which we will get to in question four)  

2. You should evaluate a church or ministry based on what it believes/teaches and not whether 

their music is good or enjoyable. The following churches are definitely errant or borderline-

heretical in their theology and I do not endorse them in any form or fashion: Bethel, 

Hillsong, & Elevation. There are very likely more, and that is one of the challenges. I may 

not know all the theological beliefs of all the churches or individuals that produce worship 

music. That is why I believe it is incumbent on each member to actively seek the truth about 

any church or leader before following or trusting them beyond being blessed by a particular 

song.  

 

2. Doesn’t the use of a song financially support these ministries?  

The answer to this is…sometimes. This becomes part of what I actively try to manage against. An 

example of when song use does support those ministries is if I am streaming a song on YouTube or 

Spotify and it is that church’s version of the song, it will financially support them. However, the nature 

of worship music in 2020 is that if there’s a song resonating with people, most of the time 1 to 30 

additional artists will record versions of that song. Those artists may or may not have to pay some type 

of royalty for permission to record the song, but whether that’s a one-time fee (that’s paid prior to 

recording the song) or if there’s an ongoing sub-royalty is not ever publically known (due to privacy of 

contractual agreements). The one thing I do know is that the royalty is at the very least less by using 

other artist’s versions. To that end, when you see me put together playlists or share YouTube links, you 

may notice that I go out of my way, whenever possible, to choose a version from another artist to 

minimize or eliminate financial support of errant “ministries”. When it comes to using the songs in 

church, we pay an annual fee for the use of all the songs that are not public domain. Some of that gets 

passed on to the songwriters. Based on what I know the fee to be, I can confidently say that we are not 

funding more than toilet paper for all these institutions based on our usage of their music.   

3. Is this a relatively new issue?  

No, this is not a new issue. To quote Stephen Wilburn “if we only sing songs from people and churches 

who are doctrinally and morally pure, our hymnals would be pretty empty.” The truth is that Martin 

Luther (A Mighty Fortress is Our God), Horatio Spafford (It is Well with My Soul), Isaac Watts (14 songs 

in the Baptist Hymnal), & Robert Robinson (Come Thou Fount of Every Blessing) all have evidence 

showing that they had significant theological or personal spiritual issues by the end of their lives. 

Without Him was written by Mylon LeFevre while he was unsaved. Additionally, some of our most 

theologically sound worship choruses (e.g. Lord I Need You, Christ is Risen, etc.) are written by Matt 

Maher who is Catholic. Ultimately, I believe that songs stand on their own merit. There was an article 

by The Gospel Coalition last year that had a solid summation on this topic: “We’ve often chosen not to 

sing certain songs because we didn’t believe the content to be theologically accurate or glorifying to 

God. At the same time, we sometimes sing lyrics and music written or produced by churches we 

wouldn’t want to disciple the saints. We don’t need to be paranoid, but we do need to be vigilant… 



 
Don’t sing a song just because people love it; sing it because it’s true and leads you to places where you 

can find more of God’s truth.” 

4.   How would you determine how to disqualify songs, for reasons beyond lyrical content, if 

you wanted to?  

This point is more practical than anything else. Where is the line for disqualification and how much 

time would a church want spent to try to track this information down? As I mentioned before, most 

current top 100 worship songs end up getting recorded by many artists. The artist that brought the 

song to the largest number of people may not be the author of the song. How would you determine 

what songs to disqualify? Here’s an exercise to illustrate this point. Name the artist who first wrote 

and/or recorded the following songs:  

• Ring of Fire (Nope, not Johnny Cash).  

• Hound Dog (nope, not Elvis).  

• Girls Just Wanna Have Fun (it wasn’t even a girl who wrote it!).  

• Respect (Aretha came second).  

And when it comes to worship songs, not one of the following songs that were popularized to a large 

extend by Chris Tomlin are songs written by or first recorded by him:  

• Indescribable 

• Good, Good Father 

• How Can I Keep from Singing? 

• Is He Worthy? 

Add to this the fact that some of these worship ministries allow artists from outside their churches to 

record under their banner, so that they get wider distribution and can have a platform, the process to 

try to dissect where a song or songwriter came from is unwieldy. To that end I would say that it is 

largely impractical to try to micro-manage this to the extent that it would need to be if you wanted to 

actually be consistent in your execution of this practice.  

Conclusion 

The sum-total of the nearly 1,700 words that you’ve been kind enough to read is that I don’t take lightly 

or dismiss questions or concerns of this sort. I believe they come from a very responsible and caring 

place and the fact that I’ve heard the question asked more than once is very encouraging to me. What I 

will say is that Becky and I work hard to ensure that the music that we use in our music ministry is 

grounded in God’s word, edifying to the church, and brings glory to God alone. I also promise that we 

will be as responsible as possible when it comes to who we support and as helpful as possible if you 

have questions regarding the worship ministries that exist today.   

In Christ Alone, 

Jamie 


